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Outline
• Recent developments on advanced time and
frequency transfer
Overview on the CCTF Working Group on Advanced Time and
Frequency Transfer (WG-ATFT), September 2015, BIPM, Paris,
France
Some results from FSM, October 2015, Potsdam, Germany

• Some activities I have been involved related to
frequency combs and optical frequency
standards
@AIST: dual comb spectroscopy, astro combs
@YNU: Dual comb spectroscopy, astro combs, new frequency
standards
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Terms of reference (WG-ATFT)
• to review the status and projected evolution of the characteristics of
frequency standards, time scales and time and frequency transfer
techniques,
• to follow and assess the evolution of microwave links in current use, based
on GNSS signals and TWSTFT,
• to follow and assess other technical possibilities, including optical fibre links,
optical satellite links, and transportable optical frequency standards, which
could be used for comparison of high performance frequency standards,
• to establish the relevant connections and facilitate consultations with other
relevant bodies, such as IGS, IUGG, IVS, ITU, etc.
• together with BIPM, to foster the spread of information on technical
achievements by suitable means, e.g. workshops, and
• to propose and organize novel comparison and calibration campaigns,
including multiple techniques (such as GNSS, TWSTFT, ACES microwave link,
T2L2, optical fibre links).
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Overview of the 2015 BIPM meeting
• Answers to Questionnaire (Hong)
• Linking aspects of SRS validation (Bize, Gill, Riehle)
SYRTE-PTB fiber link, 2×10-17 @100,000 s
Sr-Sr comparison, (4±5) ×10-17
• Accurate measurements in geodesy (Delva)
• Study group on fiber links (Hong, Arias, Calonico, Jiang)
• Fiber links (Calonico)
• ACES progress (Salomon)
• Transportable optical clocks (Lisdat)
• TW satellite between PTB and NICT (Fujieda)
• Discussion about possible recommendations

Calonico

Topics 1: Fiber links
Optical Fiber Links: a worldwide
snapshot
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Fiber Link in use
Ongoing projects
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Topics 1: Fiber links

Calonico

• Fiber Links are developed worldwide
• Different techniques for different objectives: time,
frequency, T&F, different performances and
complexity.
• They allow to compare remote frequency standards
at their best accuracy.
• They are suitable for accurate time transfer
• Efforts to be done to ensure reliable continuous
systems and to cope for weaknesses

Topics 2: ACES

ISS （ACES）

Tsukuba
Sr & Yb lattice
(NMIJ/AIST)
clock
Sr lattice
clock
~ 50 km
Koganei ~ 20 km Tokyo
(NICT)

Sr & Hg lattice
clock
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Topics 2: ACES

Salomon

• Laser cooled cesium clock on satellite with stability of
1×10-13 at 1 second and 1×10-16 at 10 days
• Test of red shift at 2ppm; search for drift of
fundamental constants
• Time transfer: continental and intercontinental
frequency comparisons between 9 Institutes including
7 NMI. < 1ps at 300 s, 7 ps at 1 day and 23ps at 10 days.
• 10-17 frequency resolution at one week of
measurements. Very low noise but only 5-7
measurements per day. Comparison with fiber links,
GPS and TWSTFT.
• Laser Time transfer with 10 ps noise: ELT.

Topics 2: ACES

Salomon

• Most Flight models finished. On ground testing in
2015-2016. Launch first semester of 2017. Mission
duration: 18 months guaranteed, 3 years most likely.
• Perspectives: improved redshift test with optical
clock in elliptical orbit; SOC2 ESA project.
• permanent MWL
time transfer in space.
• Future time definition
from space !
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Topics 3: Transportable optical
Lisdat
clocks
• 4 – 5 transportable clocks under development
(Sr lattice, Al+ quantum logic)
• Two Sr systems close to operation (SOC2, PTB),
probably most advanced ones (no info about NIST Al+)
• Uncertainty of <10-17 to be expected at ~3 hours
• So far, two development branches:
moderate compactification, ‘metrological systems’
mass/volume optimized, ‘space systems’
• These clocks will be used in measurements joint with
geodesists (EMRP ITOC, CRC geo-Q)

Topics 4: TW satellite

Fujieda

OP-PTB TWCP link in collaboration with NICT

Modified Allan deviation

Preliminary
Not gap tolerant
Sep. 1, 2015
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• Frequency comparison at the 10-16 level is promising by TWCP.
• Availability of carrier-phase measurement will be increased.
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Topics 5: Geodesy

Delva

The flow of time depends on the velocity of a clock and on the space-time
metric. By comparing the frequencies of two clocks it is therefore possible
to directly measure gravity potential differences: this is chronometric
geodesy.
lThe chronometric observable is very different in nature than all other
classical observables in geodesy (gravimetry, gradiometry, …), and the
accuracy of optical clocks begins to be competitive with classical methods
in geodesy which have accuracies up to a few centimeters for the static
potential.
lSeveral projects study the benefits of chronometric observables for
geodesy: comparison with classical methods in the ITOC EMRP project
with a large-scale experiment, new theoretical definition of the TAI based
on the chronometric geoid, applications in geophysics and for the high
resolution geopotential, time-varying phenomena, etc...
lAll these applications foster the need for transportable optical clocks
and highly stable links over inter-continental distances.
l

Recommendation from WG-ATFT
Development of national and international time and frequency links, to improve methods for
intercontinental clock comparisons and for dissemination to stakeholders
CCTF considering
• that some optical frequency standards have already demonstrated fractional uncertainties in the
low 10-18 and that the reduction in the uncertainty and instability of optical frequency standards
developed in institutes around the world will continue,
• that long distance comparison with optical fibre links has been demonstrated with stability and
uncertainty which is compatible with the best present and future optical frequency standards,
• the need for regular comparisons between these standards, as an essential part of the preparation
for a redefinition of the second and for other applications such as contributions to time scales,
• that the stabilities of time and frequency transfer techniques currently and routinely used for
comparisons around the world, i.e. for the production of International Atomic Time (TAI), are
insufficient for comparisons between the best optical frequency standards,
• the growing interest of Earth science and geodesy scientific communities for chronometric
geodesy, i.e. a new applications of optical frequency standards for determining gravitational
potential differences and improving Earth gravity models and reference systems with these
measurements,
• the growing needs of industry for improving time and frequency capabilities using better transfer
methods, in particular in the telecommunication and aerospace sectors.
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Recommendation from WG-ATFT
recommends that
• National metrology institutes (NMIs), optical fibre network providers, space agencies,
national governments, regional metrology organizations (RMOs), the International
Committee for Weights and Measures (CIPM), International Telecommunication Union (ITU)
and other relevant bodies:
Vigorously support research and development of time and frequency transfer techniques
matching the stability and uncertainty of the most advanced frequency standards. These
techniques may include optical fibre links, advanced satellite microwave links, optical
ground-space and space-space links and transportable frequency standards, and advanced
space clocks.
Help secure sustainable infrastructure of selected continental and intercontinental links
forming a global time and frequency metrology backbone for these novel technologies.
Make provision that these novel technologies are transferred with the relevant accuracy
to other fields of science, industry and society.
• the BIPM participates actively in these developments, notably by making preparations
for exploiting, in time scale realization, clock comparison data issued from new time and
frequency transfer methods.
• those laboratories contributing to UTC and performing continuous time comparisons via
fibre links regularly submit their results to the BIPM time department.

Geodesy applications

40 cm
(4×10-17)

Earth tide
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Moving from NMIJ/AIST to YNU
（Feng-Lei Hong, 洪 鋒雷）
Until Sep. 2014
From Oct. 2014
Division Chief of
Time and frequency division
Time standards section
Wavelength standards section
Frequency measurement
systems section

Time standards research group
GL: Kazumoto Hosaka
…
Feng-Lei Hong (Invited research scientist)
Frequency measurement research group
GL: Hajime Inaba
…
Feng-Lei Hong (ERATO research project)
Physics Dept. @ YNU
New laboratories for precision measurements
Students, assistant professor, AIST colleagues

Laboratory at YNU

100 m2
laboratory
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New applications of frequency combs
Optical frequency flaser
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Optical frequency comb

1) Dual comb spectroscopy
2) Astro comb

Dual comb broadband spectroscopy

Transmitted power (arb. unit)

S. Okubo et al., Appl.
Phys. Express 8,
082402 (2015).
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Dual comb experiment at YNU
•Visible region
•Low repetition rate (10 MHz)

Optical frequency comb for telescope
Calibration of
High Dispersion Spectrograph

Doppler shift at the <1 m/s
level can be detected!

T. Steinmetz, et al., Science 321, 1335 (2008).
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Optical frequency comb
= Frequency (wavelength) ruler

All the comb modes
are used!
T. Steinmetz, et al., Science 321, 1335, 2008

Plan for the ERATO astro comb
The ERATO astro comb:
・Covering wavelength range from 380 – 540 nm with a
frequency spacing of 20 GHz
・To be installed at the Okayama Astrophysical Observatory
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A compact iodine-stabilized laser at 531 nm
QDLaser QLD0593

Applications：
・ For determination of the comb number in astro combs
・ For precision length measurement
・ For space applications
T. Kobayashi et al., Opt. Express 23, 20749 (2015).

Linewidth of the compact laser

T. Kobayashi et al., Opt. Express 23, 20749 (2015).
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Experimental setup

T. Kobayashi et al., Opt. Express 23, 20749 (2015).

Spectrum and stability

T. Kobayashi et al., Opt. Express 23, 20749 (2015).
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Uncertainty evaluation

T. Kobayashi et al., Opt. Express 23, 20749 (2015).

Absolute frequency of the laser

New CIPM recommendation in 2015
T. Kobayashi et al., Opt. Express 23, 20749 (2015).
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Summary
• Introduction of recent development of optical
frequency metrology through CCTF meetings
and FSM.
• Activities at YNU
Dual comb spectroscopy
Astro combs
Frequency stabilized lasers
Cold atom experiments

The NMIJ Group
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The YNU Group

Thank you for your kind attention!
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